COMMENTS

BP-1

RESPONSES

BP-1

Thank you for your introductory comments.

BP-2

See Response K-165 regarding traffic distribution onto Harmony Grove
Road going west and Response AD-14 regarding the extent of traffic
analysis. The Project would add fewer than 25 peak hour trips to Harmony
Grove Road west of Country Club Drive, which has an estimated peak
hour traffic volume of 840 trips (assuming a 10 percent peak hour traffic
rate) for an approximately 3 percent increase. This increase would
not require further analysis within the TIA and the Project would not
result in significant direct or cumulative traffic impacts at the mentioned
intersections of Elfin Forest in San Elijo Hills.

BP-3

See Topical Response: Fire/Evacuations regarding fire evacuation. The
FPP has been updated.

BP-4

The County does not have a minimum lot size associated with the
keeping of equine or market animals. However, it does provide for
minimum setbacks as it relates to the home’s front, side and rear yards.
Neighborhood 3 and 5 setbacks are compliant with the County’s setback
requirements for equestrian, leisure and market animals. The Project has
proposed a number of lots large enough to allow for the keeping of horses
and other farm animals. The County does have the authority to allow for
the keeping of large animals but does not have the authority to require
said keeping. Although Neighborhoods 3 and 5 allow for equestrian lots,
all neighborhoods allow for the keeping of animals including leisure and
market animals. This is consistent with the policies of the EFHGCP in
that the Valiano plan “encourages the keeping of equestrian and market
animals.”
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cont.
BP-5

The County appreciate the comment.
The conclusion of significant
agricultural impacts, along with the feasibility determination for
mitigation through on-site preservation, are not associated with the
Farmland of Local Importance and Unique Farmland designations.
Rather, these determinations are based on effects to, and the availability
of, important agricultural resources which are defined in the County
Agricultural Guidelines. In addition, the proposed on-site agricultural
easement (rather than “agricultural preserve”) is not proposed as
mitigation, but rather is a design feature to maintain elements of rural
character in the vicinity and provide an agricultural/visual amenity for
residents of the Project site and surrounding areas. See Responses I-69a
and O-13 for additional information on the proposed on-site agricultural
easement; and Responses K-20 through K-25 for additional information
on proposed mitigation for Project-related agricultural impacts.

BP-6

See Responses I-69a and K-174e for information regarding potential
interface conflicts between residential and agricultural land uses. As
discussed in Subsection 2.3.2.3 of the EIR, nearby agricultural uses
consist predominantly of orchards, which are considered generally
compatible with residential uses, and the referenced analysis notes:
Because orchard operations typically do not entail substantial noise,
dust, vector or chemical generation as compared to more intensive
agricultural operations, they are considered generally compatible with
most urban uses, and would not result in substantial conflicts with (or
associated impacts to) the Proposed Project. The County Agricultural
Guidelines (2007d) note that “…orchard crops such as avocados and
citrus are often compatible with residential uses…a project proposed
near but not adjacent to orchard crops, will not usually result in
significant indirect impacts to these resources.” The Project design also
includes minimum lot sizes of approximately 12,000 s.f., in areas with
nearby orchards that are set back 150 feet or more (refer to Figures
1-4 and 2.3-1a). The resulting buffer areas and relatively low-density
development would provide opportunities to further reduce potential
conflicts through measures such as structure location/orientation and
screening (e.g., with landscaping). It should also be noted that: (1) the
Project design includes a 35.4-acre agricultural easement in the northern
portion of the site (refer to Figure 1-4) that would be maintained to
ensure the availability and viability of this area for agricultural use…;
and (2) transitional uses such as small orchards and gardens would be
allowable within applicable individual residential lots on the proposed
development (including lots in Neighborhoods 1, 2, 4 and 5 that are
near the off site orchards), creating the potential for blending with and/
or screening from larger off-site orchards. As a result of the described
conditions, no significant effects related to interface conflicts to or from
adjacent orchards would result from Project implementation.
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Section 2.3.5 of the EIR also notes that the Proposed Project includes
a Design Feature related to the County Agricultural Enterprises and
Consumer Information Ordinance (County Code Section 63.401 et
seq.), which is intended to identify and limit the circumstances under
which agricultural activities may constitute a nuisance. Specifically the
Ordinance: (1) notes that agricultural uses may be converted to other
uses or zones (whether or not the parcels are zoned for agricultural uses);
(2) prohibits land use changes near existing agricultural uses that would
result in existing agricultural uses to be deemed a nuisance; and (3)
requires prospective property buyers (whether new sales or re-sales) to
be notified that agricultural activities may occur in the vicinity, and that
associated inconveniences, irritations or discomforts could potentially
result. Based on these requirements, the Project Design Feature states
that “…all prospective buyers of property (whether new sales or re-sales)
within the Project site shall receive written notification regarding the
potential occurrence of agricultural activities (and associated nuisance
factors) in adjacent areas.”

BP-7

Thank you for your comment; it resulted in clarifications in the proposal.
See Response I-69a for information regarding the nature, maintenance
and potential agricultural uses related to the proposed on-site agricultural
easement.

BP-8

See Response I-69a regarding planning and oversight of the agricultural
easement.

BP-9

Your summary comment is noted and is hereby included as part of
the record and made available to the decision makers prior to the final
decision on the Project. See responses to specific comments above.

BP-10

All routes in and out of the community were considered for the traffic
analysis; per County of San Diego traffic impact analysis guidelines,
routes with at least 25 directional peak hour trips were included in the
traffic analysis. Therefore, all applicable routes were analyzed and an
updated traffic study for these routes are not warranted.
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